
Be the Best You Can Be! 

 

RESPECT for yourself, others and the environment 

RESPONSIBILITY for all of your actions 

KINDNESS always 

 

Williamston Primary School Update 

September/October 2021 

 

Staffing Update 

I am delighted to share that Karlie, who returned in August, has been offered a secondment post 

supporting Pupil Equity Funding. This post runs until next summer. Roisin Thomson, our other part time 

Principal Teacher, has agreed to increase her hours to full time this session to cover this post.  

 

We have used additional Scottish Government funding to employ an additional Pupil Support Worker 

and we welcome Lisa Loran to our team. This has allowed us to have two existing PSW staff who have 

trained in literacy and numeracy for early/first level to be timetabled at P1 and P2 with a focus in 

these areas and to offer nurturing approaches and support pupil well-being in the early years.  

 

With the pandemic continuing to impact on all schools, we are doing our best to try and ensure continuity 

for classes affected by staff absence in line with risk assessment guidance of mixing people going into 

classes. However there are times where we will have no choice but to use the staff we have that day 

based on part time staffing patterns, commitments and overall school need. We would draw on the 

teacher of Reduced Class Contact Time, Support for Learning Teacher, Principal Teacher, Depute Head 

Teacher and myself to provide class cover in the event of a teacher’s absence.  

 

School Improvement Update 

Following the summer building works, our new classrooms are looking amazing and the school looks very 

different! Our P7 pupils have made a Sway presentation to share with all our families.  

 

We have an additional teacher at P7 stage with a specific remit for raising attainment at this stage. 

The P7 classes were restructured and the feedback from the pupils so far is very positive. The 

classrooms are calm, settled and purposeful. 

 

We have ordered 6 new interactive panels enabling all the classes to have these for learning. Thank 

you for the PSA donation towards this. Digital learning and skills are a priority within the School 

Improvement Plan and these will really enhance learning and teaching.  

 

We have a new Link Officer for our school, Lisa Moore. We had a Quality Improvement visit on 30th 

August with a focus on our data, planning for improvement and self-evaluation. She met with pupils, 

staff and the leadership team. This was a very positive visit. Our Standards and Quality Report and 



School Improvement Plan were discussed and agreed as part of this visit and these will be issued to 

you all in due course. 

 

Primary 2 year group are looking at our school grounds and the gardening areas as part of their learning. 

They have big plans for developing the allotment and grounds! We are expecting a volunteer to assist 

them in getting the area into a workable state for the P2 children to get planting! 

 

P7 pupils have been looking at our playground, auditing the current play and equipment. They have been 

consulting with pupils and PSW staff around this and have been allocated a budget to improve this area. 

Our next steps for P7 is looking at meaningful ways to work with P1 pupils given there are restrictions 

in place across all schools.  

 

Sharing our Learning  

All schools continue to have robust risk assessments in place as we have had throughout the pandemic. 

However, we are looking at ways we can have a strategic plan to physically involve parents in school life 

when mitigations lift. In the meantime, we continue to share our learning through the use Online 

Learning Journals in the ELC, Seesaw for P1-3 (parents will be issued with logins so they can access 

this.) and Teams from P4-7. Teams is a Glow tool and can only be accessed by the children using their 

own login and password. P5-7 are quite comfortable using this platform and we are working hard in the 

background teaching our P4 pupils all about Teams, how best to use this and developing their technology 

skills. After the September weekend, home learning will be posted on Teams/Seesaw as we continue to 

limit items going to and from school to keep everyone safe. We also use Twitter to share learning with 

our families with regular posts from each class. Follow us @williamstonps. 

 

All council schools have Anytime Anywhere Learning in place, where pupils and staff can access the 

school wifi for their learning. Our older children in P5-7 are able to bring their own device into school 

after signing an agreement about the rules around internet safety. There is absolutely NO requirement 

for any parent to buy a specific device for this. We have devices in school that are available in every 

class so that no child is disadvantaged.  

 

We are moving towards using Seesaw and Glow for electronic profiling with two classes currently 

piloting this and a roll out of this after October. This would mean that children can share their profile 

with their parents, carers and family at home, showing their best work, learning and targets. Parent 

and carers may also contribute to the profile in consultation with their child. We are also introducing 

WOW jotters in the next couple of weeks at all stages. This is a Week Of Work (WOW) jotter where 

pupils will use this jotter for all work for a week at three key times a year. The purpose is to show 

progress over time so each child can see themselves how their learning is progressing. We look forward 

to sharing these with you in due course.  

 

Wider Achievements 

We have a star in the making at Williamston PS! Orla R in P7Y has been featuring in the BBC drama, 

Vigil as Suranne Jones’s daughter. My Sunday nights have certainly been occupied and Orla is keeping 

how this series ends very secret! Good luck Orla – it has been very exciting to see you on screen! 



 

 

Health and Safety 

Current Covid Guidance 

As stated above, all schools continue to have robust risk assessments in place. We continue to have 

staggered starts, breaks, lunches, class bubbles, separate playgrounds, etc. School risk assessments 

and mitigations have changed very little.  

 

All schools and the council are following Scottish Government and NHS advice for managing Covid. The 

school role is to facilitate the communication from NHS to our families where there is a positive case 

in a class/stage by issuing a Warn and Inform letter to that class/stage. The onus is on the individual 

family to share close contact with Test and Protect.  

 

When any pupil has been asked to isolate for a 10 day period or has tested positive, we would always 

provide some remote learning for that period. For P1-3 we would use Seesaw and for P4-7 we would be 

using Teams. This also applies to any pupil shielding on the advice of the Chief Medical Officer.  Where 

a parent has chosen to keep their child off on an ongoing basis without a medical letter, no school has 

the capacity to provide ongoing learning as all learning is provided in the school setting where we can.  

 

With the risk assessments still being in place, we would remind all parents of the following safety 

measures that are required in all schools:- 

 minimise waiting at school gates and car park drop off. Please do not stand in groups 

 all adults wearing face coverings at drop off/pick up times unless exempt, which is part of the 

Scottish Government’s guidance. 

 One parent/carer per child in the school grounds only. 

 

Car Park 

There have been a few occasions where parents/carers are parking in the disabled spaces especially at 

drop off in the mornings. We would ask parents and carers to be mindful that these spaces are 

prioritised for those holding blue badges and who need them. 

 

There are also issues with some parents double parking in the drop of area while waiting for someone 

to pick up children from the car line. Under no circumstances should cars be double parking as this is 

not safe for our children.  

 

Diary Dates 

Please see below some key dates for the year ahead. Should we be able to add more dates to the 

parental calendar, we will let you know as soon as we can.  

 

Monday 20 September  Holiday 

Tuesday 21 September   Holiday/IS Day 

Tuesday 5 October   Parent evening 

Wednesday 6 October   Parent evening  

Friday 8 October    Break for October week  

Monday 18 October    In Service Day 

Tuesday 19 October   P1-7 return 



Tuesday 26 October   Flu immunisation day for school (ELC dates on ELC newsletter) 

Monday 1 November    School photographer 

Wednesday 23 March   Parent evening  

Thursday 24 March    Parent evening  

 

 

Thank you for your continued support. 

   Jane Livingston and Williamston Staff Team   
 


